
Wonder
The world needs folks with the 
solid conviction that if we don’t 
notice the cold hungry stranger, 
if we don’t let him or her know 
that he or she isn’t forgotten, 
we might as well pack it up, 

call it a day, shut out the lights, 
and sign off the planet. 





We will not let 

the cold and the hungry 

lay down one more night

thinking the world has

forgotten, 

the world has gone

heartless.



Have you participated in a 
meal packing or delivery 
effort to care for others? 

Or a meal kitchen serving 
the homeless? 

Or a food pantry 
program? 

Describe the effort and 
how you took part. 



The triad of 

faith, hope and love 

is found often in the 

New Testament. 

How do you see it 

lived out in your life 

and/or in our world?



Our book shares a blessing about 
tucking in dozens and dozens of 
bulbs before winter hit as a “last act 
of hope.” 

Seeing the bulbs poke through the 
dirt in the spring is “proof that hope 
pays off.” 

What bulbs do you plant? 

What signs do you see that declare 
triumph, that speak hope to our 
world? 



“I used a stick 
of butter 
rather than 
shortening. 
They are 
yummy.”

-- Pat Ramsey



Favorite Comfort 
Food

Fried chicken, 
mashed potatoes, peas 
served in a pasta bowl 

for portion control! 
-- Patricia Sanders Hall
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Chicken Rice Grammy

These are the changes I 
made to the recipe.

Dredged the chicken in 
flour and grated parmesan 
then browned in the 
skillet.
Added a 1/2 cup cream of 
mushroom soup to the 
liquid
In the crockpot; cook on 
high one hour, turn to low 
for three hours

-- Carla Rieke
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Cardinals lining up 
and obviously 
anxiously awaiting 
the Super Bowl!
- Patricia Sanders Hall

~we still love our Chiefs 
Football team!
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It’s up to us to take the reins of our joys, and our 
whimsies, and push away the worries, the angst, 
the unrelenting questions, for enough of a pause 
to let in a dribble of light.



Are there ways you

find helpful to stay

connected to God? 

Share what these are

and what you might

try to do even more

intentionally.



What does friendship 

with Jesus look like to you?

What does it call you to do 

in your relationships 

with others?



Joy is a driving force in human 

nature, and it exerts a powerful 

pull on us, drawing us toward 

our highest purpose and the 

most complete expression of 

our gifts. 

What are the events, people and 

things that give you a sense of 

complete joy?


